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Animals and Society (RLE Social Theory) 2014-08-21 animals and society
uses a variety of historical sources and a coherent social theory to
tell the story of the invention of animal rights it moves from incidents
like the medieval execution of pigs to a discussion of the politics and
strategies of modern rights organisations the book also presents radical
interpretations of nineteenth century animal welfare laws and the
accounts of the noble savage the insights generated by social science
are always at the core of the discussion and the author daws on the work
of michel foucault norbert elias claude levi strauss and mary douglas
this wide ranging and accessible book provides a fascinating account of
the relations between humans and animals it raises far reaching
questions about the philosophy history and politics of animal rights
A Hundred Anecdotes of Animals 2019-11-22 this delightful book fully
illustrated and organized alphabetically contains a hundred anecdotes
about animals that will charm readers of all ages discover the heroic
actions of a hen the musical abilities of mice and the cleverness of
foxes learn about the unusual friendships that can form between
different species and the faithful companionship of dogs from dolphins
to crabs this book provides a window into the fascinating lives of
animals
どうぶつ、いちばんはだあれ? 1998-01-30 いちばん大きい動物は ちいさいのは いちばんはやい動物は ゆっくりなのは 動物のせかいのいろ
んなナンバーワンが大しゅうごう
Representing Animals 2002-11-28 representing animals explores the
complex and often surprising connections between our imagining of
animals and our cultural environment the contributors historians
literary critics anthropologists artists art historians and scholars of
cultural studies examine the ways we talk write photograph imagine and
otherwise represent animals the book includes topics such as pet cloning
fox hunting animatronic characters and how we displace our fear of aging
onto our dogs representing animals demonstrates the deep connections
between the way we think about animals and the way we have thought about
ourselves and our cultures in different times and places its publication
marks a formative moment in the emerging field of animal studies
contributors steve baker marcus bullock jane desmond erica fudge andrew
isenberg kathleen kete akira mizuta lippit teresa mangum garry marvin
susan mchugh and nigel rothfels
Zoology 2019-10-08 see the animal kingdom in all its glory from
jellyfish to polar bears with up close details of their unique features
from head to toe filled with magnificent photographs that were specially
commissioned for this book and cannot be seen anywhere else written in
association with the smithsonian institution this visual reference book
starts with the question what is an animal and takes you through the
animal kingdom mammals reptiles birds and sea creatures it uses a unique
head to toe approach that showcases in spectacular detail special



features like the flight feathers of a parrot the antenna of a moth or
the tentacles of coral this visual encyclopedia is filled with clear and
fascinating information on everything about the social lives of animals
read exciting stories like how animals communicate defend their
territories and attract mates learn how evolution has helped wildlife to
adapt to their unique environments whether it s the ability to live in
difficult habitats adjust to specific diets or how they work physically
humans have drawn and painted animals for thousands of years zoology has
included some of these like early rock art that depicts our awe of the
animal kingdom or natural history artworks like those commissioned by
the mughal courts in the 1600s dramatic wildlife photography spectacular
never before seen photographs that will bring you close to many of the
world s most captivating and intriguing inhabitants this book offers an
extraordinary introduction to the animal world by taking you through
chapters that details their diversity go from head to toe in zoology the
animal kingdom shape and size skeletons skins coats and armor senses
mouth and jaws legs arms tentacles and tails fins flippers and paddles
wings and parachutes eggs and offspring
Talking to Animals 2017-05-02 new york times bestselling author jon katz
a thoreau for modern times san antonio express news offers us a deeper
understanding of the inner lives of animals and teaches us how we can
more effectively communicate with them made real by his own remarkable
experiences with a wide array of creatures great and small in talking to
animals journalist jon katz who left his manhattan life behind two
decades ago for life on a farm where he is surrounded by dogs cats sheep
horses cows goats and chickens marshals his experience to offer us a
deeper insight into animals and the tools needed for effectively
communicating with them devoting each chapter to a specific animal from
his life katz tells funny and illuminating stories about his profound
experiences with them showing us how healthy engagement with animals
falls into five key areas food movement visualization language and
instincts along the way we meet simon the donkey who arrives at katz s
farm near death and now serves as his tai chi partner we meet red the
dog who started out antisocial and untrained and is now a therapy dog
working with veterans from iraq and afghanistan and we meet winston the
dignified and brave rooster who was injured defending his hens from a
hawk and who has better interpersonal skills than most humans thoughtful
and intelligent lively and powerful this book will completely change the
way you think about and interact with animals katz s honest
straightforward and sometimes searing prose will speak to those who love
animals and might well convert some who do not booklist
Beastly 2023-07-18 from an award winning nature writer true stories of
our shared planet all its inhabitants and the fascinating ways they
connect in the net of life animals have shaped our minds our lives our



land and our civilization humanity would not have gotten very far
without them making use of their labor for transportation agriculture
and pollination their protection from predators and their bodies for
food and to make clothing music and art and over the last two centuries
humans have made unprecedented advances in science technology behavior
and beliefs yet how is it that we continue to destroy the animal world
and lump its magnificence under the sterile concept of biodiversity in
beastly author keggie carew seeks to re enchant readers with the wild
world reframing our understanding of what it is like to be an animal and
what our role is as humans she throws readers headlong into the mind
blowing heart thumping glittering pageant of life and goes in search of
our most revealing encounters with the animal world throughout the
centuries how did we domesticate animals and why did we choose sheep
goats cows pigs horses and chickens what does it mean when a gorilla
tells a joke or a fish thinks why does a wren sing beastly is a
gorgeously written deeply researched and intensely felt journey into the
splendor and genius of animals and the long complicated story of our
interactions with them as humans
Animals and why They Matter 1983 animals and why they matter examines
the barriers that our philosophical traditions have erected between
human beings and animals and reveals that the too often ridiculed
subject of animal rights is an issue crucially related to such problems
within the human community as racism sexism and age discrimination mary
midgley s profound and clearly written narrative is a thought provoking
study of the way in which the opposition between reason and emotion has
shaped our moral and political ideas and the problems it has raised
whether considering vegetarianism women s rights or the humanity of pets
this book goes to the heart of the question of why all animals matter
Performing Animality 2015-04-08 performing animality provides
theoretical and creative interventions into the presence of the animal
and ideas of animality in performance animals have always played a part
in human performance practices maintaining a crucial role in many
communities cultural traditions animal human encounters have been key in
the development of performance similarly performance including both
living animals and or representations of animals provides the context
for encounters in which issues of power human subjectivity and otherness
are explored crucially however the inclusion of animals in performance
also offers an opportunity to investigate ethical and moral assumptions
about human and non human animals this book offers a historical and
theoretical exploration of animal presence in performance by looking at
the concept of animality and how it has developed in theatre and
performance practices from the eighteenth century to today furthermore
it points to shifts in political cultural and ethical animal human
relations emerging within the context of animality and performance



Animals' Best Friends 2021-03-23 king s animals best friends is the most
comprehensive exploration i ve read of the complex relationship between
the human and nonhuman full of great insights and practical information
jeff vandermeer new york times book review by the book finalist for the
2021 siskiyou prize for new environmental literature as people come to
understand more about animals inner lives the intricacies of their
thoughts and the emotions that are expressed every day by whales and
cows octopus and mice even bees we feel a growing compassion a desire to
better their lives but how do we translate this compassion into helping
other creatures both those that are and are not our pets bringing
together the latest science with heartfelt storytelling animals best
friends reveals the opportunities we have in everyday life to help
animals in our homes in the wild in zoos and in science labs as well as
those considered to be food barbara j king an expert on animal cognition
and emotion guides us on a journey both animal and deeply human we meet
cows living relaxed lives in an animal sanctuary and cows with plastic
portals in their sides at a university research station we observe bison
free roaming at yellowstone national park and chimpanzees confined to
zoos we learn with king how to negotiate vegetarian preferences in
omnivore restaurants we experience the touch of a giant pacific octopus
tasting king s skin with one of his long neuron rich arms we reflect on
animal testing as king shares her own experience as the survivor of a
particularly nasty cancer and in a moment all too familiar to many of us
we recover from a close encounter with two spiders in the home this is a
book not of shaming and limitation but of uplift and expansion
throughout this journey king makes no claims of personal perfection
though an animal expert she is just like the rest of us on a journey
still learning each day how to be better and do better for animals but
as animals best friends makes clear challenging choices can bring deep
rewards by turning compassion into action on behalf of animals we not
only improve animals lives we also immeasurably enrich our own
Animals and Women 1995-11-14 animals and women is a collection of
pioneering essays that explores the theoretical connections between
feminism and animal defense offering a feminist perspective on the
status of animals this unique volume argues persuasively that both the
social construction and oppressions of women are inextricably connected
to the ways in which we comprehend and abuse other species furthermore
it demonstrates that such a focus does not distract from the struggle
for women s rights but rather contributes to it this wide ranging
multidisciplinary anthology presents original material from scholars in
a variety of fields as well as a rare early article by virginia woolf
exploring the leading edge of the species gender boundary it addresses
such issues as the relationship between abortion rights and animal
rights the connection between woman battering and animal abuse and the



speciesist basis for much sexist language also considered are the ways
in which animals have been regarded by science literature and the
environmentalist movement a striking meditation on women and wolves is
presented as is an examination of sexual harassment and the taxonomy of
hunters and hunting finally this compelling collection suggests that the
subordination and degradation of women is a prototype for other forms of
abuse and that to deny this connection is to participate in the
continued mistreatment of animals and women
Ballads, Founded on Anecdotes Relating to Animals 2019-12-19 ballads is
a collection of humorous and affectionate odes to various animals
william hayley writes lovingly about a wide variety of animals from man
s best friend to ferocious and wild creatures such as elephants and
lions excerpt of all the speechless friends of man the faithful dog i
deem deserving from the human clan the tenderest esteem this feeling
creature formed to love to watch and to defend was given to man by
powers above a guardian and a friend
Being Animal 2013-05-21 for most people animals are the most significant
aspects of the nonhuman world they symbolize nature in our imaginations
in popular media and culture and in campaigns to preserve wilderness yet
scholars habitually treat animals and the environment as mutually
exclusive objects of concern conducting the first examination of animals
place in popular and scholarly thinking about nature anna l peterson
builds a nature ethic that conceives of nonhuman animals as active
subjects who are simultaneously parts of both nature and human society
peterson explores the tensions between humans and animals nature and
culture animals and nature and domesticity and wildness she uses our
intimate connections with companion animals to examine nature more
broadly companion animals are liminal creatures straddling the boundary
between human society and wilderness revealing much about the mutually
constitutive relationships binding humans and nature together through
her paradigm shifting reflections peterson disrupts the artificial
boundaries between two seemingly distinct categories underscoring their
fluid and continuous character
What Is Animal Behavior? 2015-07-15 this accessible easy to follow book
introduces readers to how and why animals behave in the mysterious ways
they do the straightforward text explains behaviors such as mating
rituals and raising young methods of hunting which animals hibernate
which are nocturnal and the social patterns of different species among
other things the images are clear and perfectly illustrate the text
showing that animals and humans are not all that different for the
reader with a curiosity about nature this book will be a welcome
addition
The Micro World of Animal and Plant Cells 2022 a heartfelt narrative on
the many ways animals touch our lives join veterinarian and animal lover



james mahoney as he shares heartfelt and often heart wrenching stories
of a cast of creatures who left a permanent mark on his soul more than
just a sentimental memoir this thought provoking collection raises such
issues as whether animals experience the same types of emotions as
humans whether it is right to use animals in medical research and even
whether animals might have a sense of humor whether you re a dedicated
animal activist or just a compassionate animal lover these unlikely
stories of survival freedom dignity courage and love will leave you
deeply affected
From Elephants to Mice 2010-03-09 from the time dr mark goldstein was a
little boy even before he had his first dog he was fascinated by
creatures both domestic and wild after graduating veterinary school at
cornell university he became a veterinarian in clinical practice then
director of zoos in boston and los angeles then head of a progressive
humane society where he advocated for animal welfare during his
extraordinary 30 year career dr mark has accrued a lifetime of
experiences working with all sorts of animals and the people who care
for them dr mark s life with animals taught him more than how to be a
great doctor it taught him how to live life the stories in this book
reflect those lessons they will make you laugh and cry as they entertain
and amaze you each real life experience sheds light on the challenges
and hard work of the talented individuals who work in the world of
animal welfare these are stories that illustrate the tremendous impact
animals have on our daily lives they are hallmarks of the sacred
importance of the human animal bond on your journey through the
exhilarating life of dr mark you ll meet some of the finned furred and
feathered animals who offered him invaluable insights harold the hamster
sasha the siberian tiger st francis the german shepherd ralph the
buffalo gus the stallion frank the goldfish and many more fascinating
creatures
Lions and Tigers and Hamsters 2019-05-07 1 bestseller in animal care
pets essays the heartwarming compassion of animals true tales of
kindness this book is packed with stories of random acts of kindness big
and small performed by various animals author and known speaker on
animal related issues stephanie laland has gathered a multitude of
stories sure to fill your heart with happiness and hope from dogs to
dolphins learn true stories of animal compassion devotion and bravery
proof that there is something special about animals anyone who s had a
pet knows there is something special about them we see it in their eyes
when they look at us affectionately or play with others or help someone
in need animal behavior is interesting because in many ways how they act
and the things they do are similar to the way we care for each other
animals are affectionate and smart creatures and this book highlights
just a few of the ways that they practice compassion the beauty of the



relationship between humans and animals not only does laland include
random acts of kindness by animals in this book but she also integrates
instances of human compassion for animals for example she shares the
story of a man who rebuilt his new house to look exactly like his old
one so that his beloved cat would not be traumatized by the move stories
like this one emphasize the unique bond that we share with animals and
demonstrate just how beautiful that relationship can be read stephanie
laland s random acts of kindness of animals and discover inspiring true
stories that will surprise you and warm your heart acts of genuine
selfless compassion performed by our beloved animals the truth of the
amazing connection between humans and animals readers of other animal
books such as unlikely friendships beyond words what animals think and
feel mama s last hug and devoted 38 extraordinary tales of love loyalty
and life with dogs will love random acts of kindness by animals
Random Acts of Kindness by Animals 2022-07-12 animals obviously cannot
have a right of free speech or a right to vote because they lack the
relevant capacities but their right to life and to be free of
exploitation is no less fundamental than the corresponding right of
humans writes julian h franklin this theoretically rigorous book will
reassure the committed help the uncertain to decide and arm the
polemicist franklin examines all the major arguments for animal rights
proposed to date and extends the philosophy in new directions animal
rights and moral philosophy begins by considering the utilitarian
argument of equal respect for animals advocated by peter singer and even
more favorably the rights approach that has been advanced by tom regan
despite their merits both are found wanting as theoretical foundations
for animal rights franklin also examines the ecofeminist argument for an
ethics of care and several rationalist arguments before concluding that
kant s categorical imperative can be expanded to form a basis for an
ethical system that includes all sentient beings franklin also discusses
compassion as applied to animals encompassing albert schweitzer s ethics
of reverence for life he concludes his analysis by considering conflicts
of rights between animals and humans
Animal Rights and Moral Philosophy 2004-12-14 as charles darwin
suggested more than a century ago the differences between animals and
humans are of degree and not of kind not long ago ethologists denied
that animals had emotions or true intelligence now we know that rats
laugh when tickled magpies mourn as they cover the departed with
greenery female whales travel thousands of miles for annual reunions
with their gal pals seals navigate by the stars bears hum when happy and
crows slide down snowy rooftops for fun in engaging text photographs and
infographics inside animal hearts and minds showcases fascinating and
heart warming examples of animal emotion and cognition that will foster
wonder and empathy learn about an orangutan who does macramé monkeys



that understand the concept of money and rats that choose friendship
over food even language math and logic are no longer exclusive to humans
prairie dogs have their own complex vocabularies to describe human
intruders parrots name their chicks sea lions appear capable of
deductive thinking akin to a ten year old child s and bears lemurs
parrots and other animals demonstrate numerical cognition in a world
where a growing body of scientific research is closing the gap between
the human and non human inside animal hearts and minds invites us to
change the way we view animals the world and our place in it
Inside Animal Hearts and Minds 2017-08-01 explores our complex
relationships with pets
The Kindred of the Wild 2004 1 new york times bestseller and usa today
bestseller the more we know about the animals in our world and the
better we care for them the better our lives will be former veterinary
technician and animal advocate tracey stewart understands this better
than most and she s on a mission to change how we interact with animals
through hundreds of charming illustrations a few homemade projects and
her humorous knowledgeable voice stewart provides insight into the
secret lives of animals and the kindest ways to live with and alongside
them at home she shows readers how to speak dog ese and cat ese and how
to virtually adopt an animal in the backyard we learn about building bee
houses dealing nicely with pesky moles and creative ways to bird watch
and on the farm stewart teaches us what we can do to help all farm
animals lead a better life and reveals pigs superpowers part practical
guide part memoir of her life with animals and part testament to the
power of giving back do unto animals is a gift for animal lovers of all
stripes
Companion Animals and Us 2000-04-13 roger caras s exhilarating
exploration of the enduring ties between man and beast brings to light
the far reaching impact domesticated animals have had on shaping the
course of human civilization spanning centuries of history caras
discusses the birth of agriculture through the domestication of sheep
and goats and the role of the camel in bringing about the meeting of
eastern and western cultures additionally he shows the aid horses
donkeys and other beasts of burden have given from construction to
transportation vastly reducing human toil and hardship plus the often
understimated contributions of dogs who have served not only as faithful
friends but as a diligent herders hunters and guards as much about
humans as animals a perfect harmony is a landmark work a compelling
exploration of a vital but virtually ignored aspect of human history
Do Unto Animals 2015-10-20 the idea of human cruelty to animals so
consumes novelist elizabeth costello in her later years that she can no
longer look another person in the eye humans especially meat eating ones
seem to her to be conspirators in a crime of stupefying magnitude taking



place on farms and in slaughterhouses factories and laboratories across
the world costello s son a physics professor admires her literary
achievements but dreads his mother s lecturing on animal rights at the
college where he teaches his colleagues resist her argument that human
reason is overrated and that the inability to reason does not diminish
the value of life his wife denounces his mother s vegetarianism as a
form of moral superiority at the dinner that follows her first lecture
the guests confront costello with a range of sympathetic and skeptical
reactions to issues of animal rights touching on broad philosophical
anthropological and religious perspectives painfully for her son
elizabeth costello seems offensive and flaky but dare he admit it
strangely on target in this landmark book nobel prize winning writer j m
coetzee uses fiction to present a powerfully moving discussion of animal
rights in all their complexity he draws us into elizabeth costello s own
sense of mortality her compassion for animals and her alienation from
humans even from her own family in his fable presented as a tanner
lecture sponsored by the university center for human values at princeton
university coetzee immerses us in a drama reflecting the real life
situation at hand a writer delivering a lecture on an emotionally
charged issue at a prestigious university literature philosophy
performance and deep human conviction coetzee brings all these elements
into play as in the story of elizabeth costello the tanner lecture is
followed by responses treating the reader to a variety of perspectives
delivered by leading thinkers in different fields coetzee s text is
accompanied by an introduction by political philosopher amy gutmann and
responsive essays by religion scholar wendy doniger primatologist
barbara smuts literary theorist marjorie garber and moral philosopher
peter singer author of animal liberation together the lecture fable and
the essays explore the palpable social consequences of uncompromising
moral conflict and confrontation
A Perfect Harmony 1997 among the animals discussed are dogs cats rabbits
mice and rats dolphins foxes bees fish bats elephants penguins bears
cows pigs horses hyenas prairie dogs pikas monkeys whales reptiles
snakes ravens worms and more pub desc
The Lives of Animals 2016-10-04 taking in a wide range of visual and
textual materials linda kalof in looking at animals in human history
unearths many surprising and revealing examples of our depictions of
animals
Encyclopedia of Human-Animal Relationships [4 Volumes] 2007-09-30 larry
carbone a veterinarian who is in charge of the lab animal welfare
assurance program at a major research university presents this scholarly
history of animal rights biomedical researchers and the less fanatical
among the animal rights activists will find this book reasonable humane
and novel in its perspective it brings a novel sociological perspective



to an area that has been addressed largely from a philosophical
perspective or from the entrenched positions of highly committed
advocates of a particular position in the debate
Looking at Animals in Human History 2007-08-15 gorgeous beasts takes a
fresh look at the place of animals in history and art refusing the
traditional subordination of animals to humans the essays gathered here
examine a rich variety of ways animals contribute to culture as living
things as scientific specimens as food weapons tropes and occasions for
thought and creativity history and culture set the terms for this
inquiry as history changes so do the ways animals participate in culture
gorgeous beasts offers a series of discontinuous but probing studies of
the forms their participation takes this collection presents the work of
a wide range of scholars critics and thinkers from diverse disciplines
philosophy literature history geography economics art history cultural
studies and the visual arts by approaching animals from such different
perspectives these essays broaden the scope of animal studies to include
specialists and nonspecialists alike inviting readers from all
backgrounds to consider the place of animals in history and art
combining provocative critical insights with arresting visual imagery
gorgeous beasts advances a challenging new appreciation of animals as co
inhabitants and co creators of culture aside from the editors the
contributors are dean bavington ron broglio mark dion erica fudge
cecilia novero harriet ritvo nigel rothfels sajay samuel and pierre
serna
What Animals Want 2004-04-01 in pet projects elizabeth young joins an
analysis of the representation of animals in nineteenth century fiction
taxidermy and the visual arts with a first person reflection on her own
scholarly journey centering on margaret marshall saunders a canadian
woman writer once famous for her animal novels and incorporating young s
own experience of a beloved animal s illness this study highlights the
personal and intellectual stakes of a pet project of cultural criticism
young assembles a broad archive of materials beginning with saunders s
novels and widening outward to include fiction nonfiction photography
and taxidermy she coins the term first dog voice to describe the
narrative technique of novels such as saunders s beautiful joe written
in the first person from the perspective of an animal she connects this
voice to contemporary political issues revealing how animal fiction such
as saunders s reanimates nineteenth century writing about both feminism
and slavery highlighting the prominence of taxidermy in the late
nineteenth century she suggests that saunders transforms taxidermic
techniques in surprising ways that provide new forms of authority for
women young adapts freud to analyze literary representations of mourning
by and for animals and she examines how canadian writers including
saunders use animals to explore race ethnicity and national identity her



wide ranging investigation incorporates twenty first as well as
nineteenth century works of literature and culture including recent art
using taxidermy and contemporary film throughout she reflects on the
tools she uses to craft her analyses examining the state of scholarly
fields from feminist criticism to animal studies with a lively first
person voice that highlights experiences usually concealed in academic
studies by scholarly discourse such as detours zigzags roadblocks and
personal experience this unique and innovative book will delight animal
enthusiasts and academics in the fields of animal studies gender studies
american studies and canadian studies
Gorgeous Beasts 2015-06-26 the human side of animals by royal dixon
helps readers understand the animal kingdom by humanizing them it
teaches how animals use math mine for minerals conserve food scavenge
steal camouflage and even make music these acts were often considered
uniquely human and by showing that animals do them as well it helps
foster appreciation and respect for these beautiful creatures out in the
wilderness
Pet Projects 2019-12-17 this book brings together essays dealing with
the question of zoopoetics both as an object of study i e texts from
various traditions and periods that reflect explicitly or implicitly on
the relationship between animality language and representation and as a
methodological problem for animal studies and indeed for literary
studies more generally what can literary animal studies tell us about
literature that conventional literary studies might be blind to how can
literary studies resist the tendency to press animals into symbolic
service as metaphors and allegories for the human whilst also avoiding a
naïve literalism with respect to the literary animal the volume is
divided into three sections texts which focuses on the linguistic and
metaphorical dimensions of zoopoetics bodies which is primarily
concerned with mimesis and questions of embodiment performance and lived
experience and entanglement which focuses on interspecies encounters and
the complex interplay between word and world that emerges from them the
volume will appeal to scholars and students in the fields of animal
studies area studies and comparative literature gender studies
environmental humanities ecocriticism and the broader field of
posthumanism
The Human Side of Animals 2019-11-26 please do not annoy torment pester
plague molest worry badger harry persecute irk bullyrag vex disquiet
grate beset bother tease nettle tantalize or ruffle the animals sign at
zoo since the early days of traveling menageries and staged attractions
that included animal acts balloon ascents and pyrotechnic displays zoos
have come a long way the ménagerie du jardin des plantes in paris
founded in 1793 didn t offer its great apes lessons in parenting or
perform dental surgery on leopards certainly the introduction of



veterinary care in the nineteenth century and its gradual integration
into the twentieth has had much to do with this today we expect more of
zoos as animal welfare concerns have escalated along with steady
advances in science medicine and technology life at the zoo is an
eminent zoo veterinarian s personal account of the challenges presented
by the evolution of zoos and the expectations of their visitors based on
fifteen years of work at the world famous san diego zoo this charming
book reveals the hazards and rewards of running a modern zoo zoos exist
outside of the natural order in which the worlds of humans and myriad
exotic animals would rarely if ever collide but this unlikely encounter
is precisely why today s zoos remain the sites of much humor confusion
and occasionally danger this book abounds with insights on wildlife
foulmouthed parrots gum chewing chimps stinky flamingoes human behavior
the fierce competition for zookeeper jobs the well worn shtick of tour
guides and the casualties both animal and human of ignorance and
carelessness phillip robinson shows how animal exhibits are developed
and how illnesses are detected and describes the perils of working
around dangerous creatures from escaping the affections of a leopard
that thought he was a lap cat to training a gorilla to hold her newborn
baby gently instead of scrubbing the floor with it and from operating on
an anesthetized elephant i had the insecure sensation of working under a
large dump truck with a wobbly support jack to figuring out why a zoo s
polar bears were turning green in color life at the zoo tells
irresistible stories about zoo animals and zoo people
What Is Zoopoetics? 2018-03-21 christians believe that the logos is the
source of all life yet christian worship remains unashamedly human
centric the world of creation and animals in particular is almost
invisible in our worship the churches do not have the liturgical means
of celebrating the life of animals giving thanks for their companionship
praying for the relief of their suffering or marking their death this
unique book provides a variety of liturgies that are animal friendly and
animal inclusive they include services in celebration of animal
companionship services for animal welfare healing liturgies new
eucharistic prayers for the whole creation and animal burial services
underlying all these new forms is a serious theological purpose to help
us to draw deeper into the mystery of god s work in creation and to
affirm other sentient beings as co creatures with us
Life at the Zoo 2004-09-08 describes different types of animals how they
defend themselves how they live with other animals and some interesting
facts about animals
Animal Rites 2015-06-23 the complexities of animal behavior revealed in
the last few decades are astonishing but what are the implications do
animals experience the world in a similar way to humans and do they have
a similar capacity for suffering and enjoyment if they do does it matter



should we mind that farmed animals can be confined all their lives and
are sacrificed for human consumption humans have long used animals for
social and economic purposes but should we and can we afford to think
about it and make changes the use of animals for meat for hide for their
labor and in laboratories has been justified with the assumption that
unlike humans animals arenâ t fully sentient beings this book challenges
that assumption with groundbreaking new research that brings into
question everything weâ ve ever thought about the ways animals
experience the world over twenty contributions from internationally
renowned experts on animal behavior and agriculture including big names
such as jane goodall tim lang and vandana shiva in this book
internationally respected contributors are brought together for the
first time to debate and attempt to answer these questions the first
sections discuss scientific and ethical perspectives on the
consciousness emotions and mental abilities of animals later sections
address how human activities such as science law farming food production
trade development and education respect or ignore animalsâ sentience and
welfare and review the options for changes in our thinking policies and
practices published with compassion in world farming trust
Animal Life 1981-01-01 a collection of folk tales and myths fiction and
fables about all kinds of animals
Animals, Ethics, and Trade 2006 this book presents a new way to
understand human animal interactions offering a profound discussion of
topics such as human identity our relationship with animals and the
environment and our culture the author channels the vibrant italian
traditions of humanism materialism and speculative philosophy the
research presents a dialogue between the humanities and the natural
sciences it challenges the separation and oppression of animals with a
post humanism steeped in the traditions of the italian renaissance
readers discover a vision of the human as a species informed by an
intertwining with animals the human being is not constructed by an onto
poetic process but rather by close relations with otherness the human
system is increasingly unstable and therefore more hybrid the argument
it presents interests scholars thinkers and researchers it also appeals
to anyone who wants to delve into the deep animal human bond and its
philosophical cultural political instances the author is a veterinarian
ethologist and philosopher he uses cognitive science zooanthropology and
philosophy to engage in a series of empirical theoretical and practice
based engagements with animal life in the process he argues that animals
are key to human identity and culture at all levels
The Oxford Book of Animal Stories 1994 comprising a rich variety of
quotations from some of the greatest thinkers in the christian tradition
this new anthology will encourage a more sensitive and compassionate
regard for the animal creation suitable for use by groups or individuals



compassion for animals will become a valuable resource for discussion
and worship whether in church in school or in the home
Over the Human 2017-07-26 animals were everywhere in the early modern
period and they impacted at least in some way the lives of every kind of
early modern person from the humblest peasant to the greatest prince
artists made careers based on depicting them english gentry impoverished
themselves spending money on them humanists exercised their scholarship
writing about them pastors saved souls delivering sermons on them nobles
forged alliances competing with them foreigners and indigenes negotiated
with one another through trading them the nexus between animal human
relationships and early modern identity is illuminated in this volume by
the latest research of international scholars working on the history of
art literature and of sixteenth and seventeenth century germany france
england spain and south africa collectively these essays investigate how
animals horses dogs pigs hogs fish cattle sheep birds rhinoceroses even
sea monsters and other creatures served people in europe england the
americas and africa to defend contest or transcend the boundaries of
early modern identities developments in the methodologies employed by
scholars to interrogate the past have opened up an intellectual and
discursive space for and a concomitant recognition of the study of
animals as a topic that significantly elucidates past and present
histories relevant to a considerable array of disciplines the study of
animals also provides a means to surmount traditional disciplinary
boundaries through processes of dynamic interchange and cross
fertilization provided by publisher
Compassion for Animals 2017-05-16
Animals and Early Modern Identity 2016
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